As the music plays, walk around the room to view the pie posters.

Find your favorite pie and follow the directions on the poster!
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The Pieces

P - Prepare
I - Ignite Interest
E - Engage
S - Stick-it
Prepare

• Know your purpose
• Know the content
• Know the environment
• Involve the senses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MjcO2ExtHso
What is **wrong** with this picture?
Ignite Interest

• Make it relevant
• Consider time & audience
• Creative materials; group involvement
• Resource materials
• Music & movement
Stick-it

Audiovisual
Practice Doing
Discussion
Lecture
Teach Others
Demonstration
Reading
Sorry, we are closed due to short staff.

Hire taller staff cause I need a taco!
The Perfect Recipe

Prepare
Ignite Interest
Engage
Stick-it
A pie in his face will end my day nicely!